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Courtesy of Dr. Mac DeGenaro-General Wood Finishes-SW labs. 

 

“Although some people may consider it to be low tech, using pencils to test hardness is still a method 

used by many coatings manufacturers and some finishing shops. The test uses special pencils with 

different degrees of hardness to scratch the coating, which then determines its hardness. If you are not 

familiar with this test, then you may be surprised at the comparison ratings for many of the coatings 

commonly used for finishing wood. 

 

Looking at the pencil hardness ratings of different coatings is one criteria to help a woodworker decide 

which one to select for a particular job. 

 

The simplicity of the pencil hardness test is its great advantage. The special pencils used for doing the 

test are made of various combinations of graphite and clays, baked in ovens to harden their 

compositions. By adjusting the amounts of these two organic materials, the pencils are either very soft 

or quite hard. Sets of the pencils are available at most art supply stores or office supply centers. 

 

Although the test itself is simple and easy to do, it gives uniform results and is dependable because the 

pencils are uniform in their grading. For a minor expenditure in time, you can measure your coating's 

hardness accurately. 

 

To perform the test, just select a pencil and make a line about one inch long on the wood sample. If the 

pencil leaves a scratch, then take the next softer pencil and do the same thing. The number of the first 

pencil that you use after you have made a scratch in the coating that doesn't leave a mark is considered 

the "pencil hardness" of the coating. (There are some coatings that are so hard that even the 9H pencils 

will not scratch them. All of those coatings get a 9H pencil hardness rating to designate their 

hardness.) 

 

Shown below is a listing of the pencil hardness of some different common coatings. The information 

was taken from various manufacturers and some tests I did myself. It can be used as a general 

comparison. 

 

Knowing the pencil hardness of the coating you select can be helpful information to pass along to 

customers — if they want a coating with a low pencil hardness, then they should be advised to take 

extra care of their furniture, because these lower-rated coatings will dent, scuff and scratch faster than 

a coating with a higher PH rating. (But even if the coating used has a higher rating, care should still 

be taken on all coatings, as no coating is impervious to damage.) 

 

Using the pencil hardness test can also be useful in comparing products from different manufacturers. 

For example, a polyurethane from one company may have a pencil hardness of 3H, while polyurethane 

from another supplier may be different. I suggest you do your own testing to know the true hardness of 

the coatings brand you use. 

 

Listed below is a summary on hardness using the "Pencil Hardness" approach which seems to be the 

easiest to understand and yet gives excellent comparisons.” 

 

Gotta leave the pics large or you can't read it.  
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